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Q1

Please provide the name and title of the nominee.

Name Fiore Ayala

Title Director of Operations

Company Rapid Response Monitoring Services, Inc.

Email Fiore.ayala@rrms.com

Phone 855-764-4851

Q2

How long has this nominee been employed by your organization?

Fiore has been with Rapid Response for 9 years.

Q3

What has been the nominee's progression of positions within your organization over the course of his/her tenure?

Fiore was hired as a Control Center Specialist at our fully redundant Monitoring Center in Corona, California in 2014, and was soon 

promoted to Operations Supervisor. In early 2017, he was promoted to Operations Manager and, in 2019, to Director of Operations in 
Corona. When our Customer Care Center in Henderson, NV opened in early 2022, he relocated to Henderson and accepted the 

opportunity to lead the launch of our new location as Director of Operations at that location.

Q4

How long has the nominee served in his/her current position?

Fiore has served as Director of Operations for Rapid Response in two locations over a period of nearly five years.
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Q5

What is the nominee's experience and current areas of responsibility?

Fiore oversees the Monitoring Center at our facility in Henderson, NV, which includes the Control Center Specialists, Operations 

Supervisors and Operations Managers. He also works closely with our Training and Quality Assurance Department to ensure there's a 
skill-progression among the Specialists, and that they're constantly and consistently up-trained, often on the Monitoring Center floor. 

He is also involved with other departments –Technical, Software Development and Dealer Support – to stay abreast of evolving 
situations or conditions; he interacts with them day in and day out. Rapid Response is an innovative company. It is important for Fiore 

to monitor new services to detect any issues internally and address them from a technological perspective. He is often in direct 
contact with our Dealers who may need clarification in the use of new technologies, and he makes himself available for onsite Dealer 

tours.

Q6

What is the nominee's industry education, job-specific education and training, and industry certifications?

Fiore’s tenure at Rapid Response began with our six-week intensive Control Center Specialist training followed by additional training in 

all areas of the Monitoring Center as he continued to grow in his role. In keeping with Company policy, before Fiore could transition to a 
leadership role, he completed experiential training in our Software Development, Technical and Dealer Support departments under the 

tutelage of tenured team members, and was tasked with Dealer relations and technical issues in each area. Fiore currently holds an 
ACE license, which is state-specific for California.

Q7

What attributes does the nominee seek in new employees during the hiring process?

In his own words, “I look for people with integrity and good intentions, for them to be genuine in their interactions. We deal with people 
directly, and they will quickly sense if someone is genuine or if they're truly invested… that they actually care. So I look for that. I look 

for people who are willing to learn and are very curious about things in general and, consequently, motivated to ask the why behind 
what we do or how we're doing things so naturally; that’s just going to make them learn more. I like positive individuals with a hard 

work ethic and who are reliable. I think that all of those things combined put a person on the right track to do good things and to 
continue to grow.”

Q8

What is the nominee's role in the training process of operators?

Fiore works in conjunction with the Training department to, first, be aware of any updates or changes in the curriculum when new 
employees are being onboarded, and subsequently, to determine the different skill-set progressions expected. Once the new 

Specialists are out of their initial three-weeks of classroom training, he is in charge of making sure that as a whole they have a good 
experience, learn how to apply what they've learned, have the support they need, and are prepared to learn new skill-sets. He then 

works with not only the Training department but also the Supervisors in monitoring each individual’s progress and preparedness for 
more advanced trainings or necessary skill sets.
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Q9

Explain how the manager oversees employee development and retention of the monitoring center workforce, and how
he/she identifies and acknowledges top operators (for example, employee reviews, promotion opportunities, special
recognition, etc.).

To assess employee development and retention of the monitoring center workforce, Fiore looks at each individual employee over time 

at strategic markers in their tenure (at two weeks, six weeks, 90 days, six months and yearly thereafter), and considers their 
perspective at that point in their career. Through this approach he and his supervisory team can focus on the specific development of 

the team member and cater to the employee’s strengths and weaknesses.

Fiore encourages his supervisory team to look for the positives, acknowledging how easy it is to focus on areas for improvement 
which can be quickly spotted in a fast-paced, critical monitoring environment. In his words, “By looking for the good, interacting with 

these good people with good intentions, and trying to develop and work with the team… that just automatically feeds into the retention 
side of things. The team members feel that we care, they feel the support, and, to be honest, they are given reason to trust us, and we 

are better able to reward their efforts.”
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Q10

Explain how the monitoring center manager directs and influences the operation of the monitoring center as it relates to
the following:- Scheduling, emergency staffing and peak signal activity. - Establishing and achieving budget.- Attaining
and measuring customer satisfaction levels.- Complaint and conflict resolution. - Identifying and follow up on missed
signals. - Employee discipline and remedial training.- Establishing quality standards.

- Scheduling, emergency staffing and peak signal activity.

On the micro level, Fiore reviews staffing levels throughout the day to ensure proper staffing. The management and supervisory teams 

have processes in place that allow them to manage our staffing down to the minute by quickly adjusting processing queues and when 
needed bringing in additional staff.

At a macro level, he meets with our Workforce Management team on a weekly basis to review our staffing for the previous week, 

current week, and upcoming week for in-depth evaluation of coverage and needed strategies. 

- Establishing and achieving budget.

Fiore credits his ability to establish and achieve a budget to the fact that the Company, already in business for going on 30 years, had 
undergone expansion in Corona, CA in recent years and had developed a ‘blueprint’ for successful financial management that allowed 

the Henderson Customer Care Center to be up-and-running under proven financial practices within just a few months.

- Attaining and measuring customer satisfaction levels.

Acknowledging that measuring customer satisfaction levels can sometimes be a challenge, Fiore emphasizes that he nurtures open 
and direct lines of communication with both the Dealer Support and Sales representatives who regularly interact with all our Dealers. 

Those relationships not only keep him aware of any concerns of individual dealers and needed remedies, but with larger issues that 
may affect a broader group as well as the many positive points of feedback issued daily.

 - Complaint and conflict resolution.

Fiore works closely with teams across the company and directly with Dealers to address and resolve any concerns as they arise. A 

tracking system is in place to track company-wide communication regarding any given topic and this allows for quick and easy follow 
up and resolution of any issues. Fiore makes himself available to hear feedback from Dealers whenever possible to maintain close 

relationships and to further enhance our services. 

- Identifying and follow up on missed signals.

Assessing the situation is Fiore’s initial approach. Reviewing signal logs to determine at what point a particular system failed to 
transmit signals to the Monitoring Center and any situations that may have occurred around that time. Fiore works with our internal 

teams to analyze the occurrence from all angles and work closely with technical experts, panel manufacturers, communication 
providers, and Dealers to resolve any issues. 

- Employee discipline and remedial training.

Fiore closely manages the Monitoring Center team and holds weekly meetings with Supervisors and daily meetings with Managers to 

discuss emerging situations and disciplinary actions that might need to take place, training sessions that should be considered, or 
perhaps additional training for specific individuals. 

- Establishing quality standards.
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In Fiore’s own words: “I meet with every single employee when they join the team out of the training class. I want to connect with 

them, see what they value, see what makes them happy, learn about their past. At the same time, I align them with our goals. That 
gives them a guide that they can reference as they're going through their day-to-day. They can assess what they're doing based off of 

our discussion and can ask themselves if what they’re doing is contributing to any of those goals. And from there it's a feedback loop: 
if they can answer ‘yes’, then great; if it's a null, then that encourages them to figure out what they have to do to achieve what we 

expect and strive for… a positive and comfortable work environment, great response times and great customer service. At the same 
time, I'm also constantly keeping track of metrics like attendance, productivity, quality assurance and more on a daily basis, as well as

Supervisors’ monthly Performance Reviews of each team member.”

Q11

Provide a specific example of how the nominee has led the monitoring center and maintained quality service levels in the
midst of a difficult situation.

The COVID-19 pandemic was, without doubt, the most difficult situation Fiore has faced, largely because the challenges were external 

as well as from within and for a duration of nearly two years. Employees faced problems at home, particularly if they or their 
dependents had contracted COVID, and these problems had an impact on staffing levels in the Monitoring Center. Fiore worked hand-

in-hand with his team to manage work schedules and staffing to maintain quality service despite the challenges. Rapid Response 
continued to exclusively provide monitoring services only from within our facilities and never from employees’ homes, which led to 

Fiore’s development of a more focused cleaning regimen at his center. This ensured employees felt comfortable in the Monitoring 
Center as well as when they returned home. Throughout this challenging period, Fiore more closely monitored service level statistics 

and made any adjustments possible to accommodate the needs of staff, while ensuring our Dealers' and their customers' lives and 
property continued to be protected.

Q12

What are some ways in which the nominee demonstrates his/her leadership with customers, including end users and
dealers?

Fiore’s approach is to always put himself ‘in their shoes.’ He focuses on listening carefully to customers’ needs and makes himself 
available to support them in any way possible. Even if a concern arises that is not directly in his purview, Fiore makes sure to fully 

understand the situation and work diligently to resolve it as quickly and thoroughly as possible. Fiore dedicates time to meet with 
Dealers at our facility, at tradeshows like ISC West, and via virtual meetings and calls. Above all, Fiore feels it is his responsibility to 

communicate closely with our customers and he takes it personally if there is ever a time where we are not meeting their expectations. 
In his words, “depending on the issue, I either assure them of a solution that I have already in place or that I have taken the issue as 

my personal responsibility and will make the improvements necessary so that it doesn't happen again.”

Q13

What are some ways in which the nominee demonstrates his/her leadership with responding authorities?

Part of Fiore’s role as Director of Operations is to ensure that Specialists are following specific procedures when responding to alarms, 

which includes those requiring communication with a PSAP/ECC, not only when requesting a dispatch, but also in reporting important 
information. When needed, Fiore will engage with PSAP/ECCs to follow up on alarm response and/or communication between the 

organizations. The goal is always to achieve the best relationships and above all ensure the highest level of protection for customers.
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Q14

What is the nominee's role in increasing the company's exposure to the public?

Over his tenure with Rapid Response, Fiore has participated in industry events, such as ISC West, as well as job fairs and other 

recruiting efforts to bring in new team members. He happily collaborates with our Marketing team to share any thoughts or feedback on 
our outward facing media.

Q15

List some ways in which the nominee explores new technology within the monitoring center, and how he/she
communicates technological developments within the company to operators.

As new technologies are implemented by our in-house Technical and Software Development teams, Fiore ensures that he is fully 
knowledgeable on the developments and approaches them from the perspective of how they fit into the day-to-day operation of the 

Monitoring Center. Communication about the releases may be done at a high-level followed by smaller meetings and discussions to 
ensure technology is fully understood and used correctly. Fiore encourages his team to troubleshoot, present ideas, and especially to 

look for ways in which processes can be improved. His view is that all Specialists are highly engaged and positioned to provide quality,
actionable feedback.

Q16

What "best practices" has this person introduced to the monitoring center?

The launch of our new Customer Care Center in Henderson, NV created some initial complications with internal communication which 
were an immediate place where Fiore focuses on setting best practices. In his words: “We really pushed towards making the 

experience the same for everyone. We're such a large team and we're growing at a tremendous rate, so I put a lot of effort into making 
sure that our best practices emphasize communicating the same message to every team member so that they understand our goals 

and expectations. I believe that you can't manage what you don't measure, so I really put a lot of emphasis on creating guides that can
work from to track that are messages are fully relayed. It’s a structured way of ensuring that what we say is what we mean, and if 

something isn’t working as intended, we can reevaluate and make changes to ensure everyone is doing the same thing.”

Q17

To which alarm industry associations, listing agencies, or response agency associations does the nominee belong, and
what is his/her level of involvement within these groups?

Fiore is passionate about the Monitoring Center and the protection it provides our Dealers and their customers. He stays abreast of 

industry news and trends through various industry newsletters and publications, however, due to his intense focus on the monitoring 
center, he is not currently a member of the industry’s associations.
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Q18

In which community outreach programs is the nominee involved?

Fiore recently transitioned to Henderson, NV and is currently heavily involved in the development of the center. Prior to the move, 

Fiore enjoyed working with local organizations near our Corona, CA facility on joint activities with #TeamRapid. These programs 
supported local food banks, habitat for humanity, adopt a highway and more. He is looking forward to becoming involved in the 

Henderson area are things progress with our new facility.

Q19

In what ways has the nominee improved the company's monitoring center offerings to subscribers?

Fiore has been an integral member of the Monitoring Center team, steering the implementation of advanced tools, resources, and 

strategy in order to meet exceptional service levels and to provide an outstanding customer experience. Most notably, Fiore assumed 
his duties during a period of intense expansion within the Company and has developed and adapted his leadership skills to accomplish 

the many adjustments required, and has successfully developed his team’s efforts in an entirely new monitoring facility. He has proven 
instrumental to Rapid Response’s growth and to his team’s effectiveness.

Q20

Why does this person deserve to win the TMA Monitoring Center Manager of the Year award? Provide specific
examples of when this individual went beyond normal expectations to provide exceptional leadership within the
monitoring center.

Fiore is a fully invested and dedicated individual who, in a matter of eight years has worked his way up to the leadership role of 
Director of Operations. He began his career by training at our Headquarters in Syracuse, NY, and then returned to California to help us 

establish and grow our team at the then newly established redundant center in Corona. That location and team thrived under his 
management and last year, Fiore’s drive allowed us to establish our third facility in Henderson, NV. As that new facility continues to 

take shape, Fiore’s skills in systems development and team leadership remain critical to our success. As we reflect on Fiore’s tenure 
with Rapid Response, it is very clear that Rapid Response would surely not be where we are today without his great contributions.

Q21

You may upload a PDF or image to accompany your
application. (File size limit is 16MB)

Respondent skipped this question
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